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Preview of the  
April 8, 2017 

AWA Workshop starting at 9:00 AM 

For April’s workshop, we have: 
“Everything You Wanted to Know About Routers…And More!”” 

Presented by: Ros Barnes, Gale Greenwood, and Derek Roff 
  
Biographies: 

Ros Barnes: 
Ros, born and raised in central Illinois, received a BA teaching degree from Adams State College 
(Alamosa, Co.) followed by a Master’s in Industrial Education from UNM.  He taught junior high shop 
for 10 years, worked for 12 years as a self-employed contractor, and the last 11 years working for Los 
Alamos National Lab, as an instructor, a building manager, and developing emergency evacuation 
procedures for over 30 buildings.  After retirement, he and his wife, Barbara, built their dream home 
south of Belen, along with a 1500 square-foot woodshop. 

Gale Greenwood: 
Gale’s parents, for Christmas, gave him a Montgomery Ward Power-Craft scroll saw in 1950 (age 11). 
That’s when he realized he really enjoyed and had a talent for woodworking. As a sophomore in high 
school he started Industrial Arts, taking woodworking, metal working, and welding. At Western New 
Mexico State University in Silver City, Gale received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Industrial 
Technology in 1964. This included courses in welding, auto shop, machine shop and drafting plus 
business. Continuing to work for the Santa Fe Railroad, he moved to Albuquerque in 1967. He did 
custom woodworking and furnished his shop with tools bought with the profit from his jobs: kitchen 
cabinets, vanities, a gun cabinet, flight tables and map storage cabinets (for Kirtland Air Force Base), 
and trestle tables (for Summit Development Corporation and the Sandia Ski Run). He built the kitchen 
cabinets, bookcases and a desk for his present home. He plans to build another desk and table and chairs 
after his remodel is finished. He will then enjoy having his own office. 

Derek Roff: 
Derek was born in Juneau, Alaska, and moved to Albuquerque when he was a child.  He has been 
working with wood for most of his life, but got serious about it and began improving his skills when he 
joined AWA in 1990.  Most of his woodworking knowledge has been learned from books, magazines, 
AWA workshops, much trial and error, and extensive discussions with other woodworkers..  Whenever 
he sees something new, he tries it out, and then tries to figure out what went wrong, and why. 

http://www.abqawa.org


This presentation was developed primarily as a result of the recent AWA member survey.  Several 
Responders asked for more information on routers.  So, here it is.  Topics to be presented and discussed 
(with audience input) are, “History”, “Uses”, “Essentials”, “Sizes”, “Safety”, “Bits”, and “Advanced 
Info”.  Each topic (where applicable) will be divided into Entry Level (for those who are just getting 
started with routers and would like some guidance), and Advanced (for those who have experience with 
routers, but desire information on what additional operations can be performed with one).  Ros, Gale, 
and Derek will offer in depth information on all of these topics.  Several routers and bits, of different 
sizes and primary uses, will be on hand, both for show, and for inspection by the attendees.  If you have 
never used a router, or have done so for many years, there’s always something more to learn. 

March’s Workshop Specials 

Come to the meeting and see what the specials are. 

Upcoming Workshops 

05/13/17 
Sharpening Techniques and Steel Secrets 

Presented by Bill Zerby 

06/10/17 
Cutting Dovetails by Hand and by Jig 

Presented by Michael Mocho 

07/08/17 
Designing and Building a Table 

Presented by Glen Sellers 

08/12/17 
Table Saw Jigs and Fixtures 
Presented by Jack Henning 

09/09/17 
The Ultimate Router Table 

Presented by Ros Barnes and Jerry Trujillo 

10/14/17 
TOY PARTY AT VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL 

11/11/17 
TBA 

Presented by Christophe Neander 

12/09/17 
Steam Bending 

Presented by Mike Sherard 

The Education Committee is looking for individuals who would be interested in 
doing a presentation to our club.  If you have a topic in mind and/or are interested 
in being a presenter, please contact Derek Roff at  derek@unm.edu  

mailto:derek@unm.edu


BOD Minutes for January 14, 2017 

Call to order: 12:28 PM 

Members present:  (13) Murray, Price, Filkins, Voda , Barnes, Hall, Scott, Danner, Mitchell, Yost, 
Templeton, Henderson  Guest: Ben Blackwell  

Minutes:  Motion to approve the November 12, 2016 minutes as written.  Motion  John Henderson,  2nd 
Jim Templeton  The motion passed. 

Reports: 
 • President: Introduction of Rita Price 
 • Vice President:  No report 
 • Secretary:  The results of the December election are recorded in these minutes.  These include 

appointments to the Board of Directors as follows: 
 President:  Mike Murray 
Vice President:  Rita Price 
Secretary:  Alan Voda 
Treasurer:  Darrell Filkins 
Publicity/ Newsletter:  Ros Barnes 
Librarian:  Peggy Hall 
Education:  Derek Roff  
Webmaster:  Steve Scott 
Past President:  John Ellis (Previous years – John Henderson &Jim Templeton) 
Community Service:  Bryant Mitchell 
State Fair coordinator: Open 
At Large Directors: 

Ron Danner 
Bryant Mitchell 
Shane Yost 
Gale Greenwood 

Effort is being made to compile records for AWA operation. 

 • Treasurer/Membership:  The estimated budget for 2017 was E-mailed to all BOD members.  
There are 181 members. 

 • Past president: No report 
 • Education:  No report 
 • Librarian:  There is a loss of library space due to Peggy Hall's moving.  Consideration should be 

given to liquidate magazines, with the exception of last year's copies, in order to consolidate 
space.  It is suggested these materials be donated to selective individuals and/or organizations to 
insure the patency of these collections; this may include Erin O'Donnell and/or Michael Mocho 
but are not limited to them.  Darrell Filkins and Ross Barnes will investigate potential donations. 



Motion:  AWA shall liquidate magazines for which there is a digital copy except last year's 
magazines.  Disposition will be determined at the March BOD meeting.  Motion:  John 
Henderson,  2nd  Shane Yost  The motion passed.   

 • Newsletter:  An earlier distribution has been requested; however, this is limited by the editor's 
receiving material for each issue in a more timely manner.  The website should have search 
function to allow securing information on relative topics presented in the newsletters. 

 • State Fair:  Should the BOD elect to continue with the State Fair, this will be moved to 
Community Service. 

 • Webmaster:  A search function will be incorporated into the website.  At the November BOD 
meeting, an inquiry into website usage was made.  The results are as follows: 

Board nominations – 2397 
Who we are – 1973 
Join AWA – 1647 
Members of the BOD – 1328 
View our work 1251 

At Large Directors:  No report 

Old Business: 
 • Awards:  Committee revision is indicated.  The By-laws currently state that the previous 

recipient will chair the committee.  (This may not be practical.)  Motion to adopt the March 10, 
2007, Awards Committee Draft.  Motion:  John Henderson, 2nd  Jim Templeton The motion 
passed. 

 • The general liability insurance policy needs review by an attorney.  D&O insurance is $850.  
John Henderson  will look into an attorney to make such a review. 

 • Liability waiver for AWA events, such as toy parties, will be at the discretion of the shop owner. 
 • The preliminary survey results were distributed by E-mail.   The BOD will review the survey at 

the March BOD meeting.  The Secretary requested that BOD members who upon review of the 
survey feel that item suggestions should be incorporated or deleted should send this information 
to the Secretary for incorporation into the minutes.  (At the time of compilation of these minutes, 
nothing has been received by the Secretary. 

New Business: 
 • The State Fair was discussed at length. Liability insurance for demonstrations, time required for 

organizing the exhibit, manning the exhibit, and a general survey indicate that the members do 
not consider the State Fair is important.  Motion:  The AWA shall discontinue sponsorship at the 
State Fair.  Motion:  Alan Voda, 2nd  Mike Murray.  The motion passed. 

 • The Toy Project was discussed at length.  Motion:  Toy parties, dates, and location should be 
mentioned a each meeting soliciting member participation, and toy production should be scaled 
down.  (reduction numbers were not discussed.  Motion:  John Henderson,  2nd Ross Barnes  The 
motion passed. 

Adjourn  2:53 PM 



March’s Workshop Statistics 

Attendance: 55 members & 6 guests. 

$10 Cash:  Jim McCoy 
$10 Cash:  Gale Greenwood 

$25 TJ Hardware Gift Certificate:  Rich Lehoucq 
$50 Woodworkers Supply Gift Certificate:  Ben Blackwell 

A scroll saw, donated by John Henderson:  Jim McCoy 

April 8, 2017 SILENT AUCTION 

No specific tools are being sold this month, but you never know what might show up, so come to the 
meeting and see what you may not be able to live without. 

February 11, 2017 Presentation 

“Making a MALOOF Rocker” 
Presented by Mike Murray 

(Written by Gale Greenwood) 

(I apologize for being late with this write-
up. I found additional information that I 
think you will find helpful.) 

Mike took a class from and obtained DVD plans from John Moldovan.  He thought it would be best to 
obtain full sized patterns and books and DVDs before starting this project.  

I obtained my DVD, full sized plans and book by chair maker Charles Brock from Highland Hardware. 
Contact Charles Brock (charlesbrockchairmaker.com). 

Scott Morrison, another chair maker, also sells plans and a DVD.  

If you get on the internet and search sculptured rockers you can find other chair makers. 

Look up how to sculpt a seat, you will find some useful information that will save you time sculpting 
your rocker seat. 

Obtain your lumber and select the lumber for your seat. You have 
options whether or not to cooper or use a flat seat glue up. Mike 
chose to cooper his seat (more work).  



Notches are cut into the seat for the front two legs and two rear 
legs. The notches are rabbeted for the front and rear legs to fit into. 
It is important to carefully fit the legs into the seat, orient the leg 
grain for maximum strength. 

 

Fit the headrest to the back legs but do not glue up. Shape back 
supports (spindles) and shape to fit into holes drilled into chair seat 
and headrest. Clamp legs to seat and clamp headrest to top of back 
legs, dowels (I am not a fan of dowels) or biscuits should orient the 
headrest in proper position. The back supports should be placed in 
their proper holes before clamping the headrest in temporary 
position so you can determine where you want the arms to be 
placed. 

Prop the chair up until the seat is 16” or 17” high. With someone to 
help determine where you want the armrests. 

 

Rockers are laminated with 5/32” strips using a form made up of 
plywood in the proper shapes. You might want to add a contrasting 
wood strip for interest. Risers need to be added before you remove 
your rockers from the form. Hint: use dark titebond with walnut. 
Some preliminary shaping can be done before assembly – also 
called “fairing”, assemble and finish shaping. 

 Finish to suit, then sit and rock. 



March 11, 2017 Presentation 

“Using Compound Angle Mortise and Tenon Joinery in Chairmaking” 
Presented by: Bob May 

(Program Director at Santa Fe Community College) 
(written by Van Barta) 

Bob May has had a long tenure at Santa Fe Community College.  
He moved with his family to Santa Fe in 1978 and began taking 
classes at SFCC in 1995 at the age of 33.  He soon discovered a 
true passion for woodworking and over the next three years he took 
all the classes in the Fine Woodworking Program.  During the 
courses, he served as both a student worker and a shop technician.  
The pay was minimal, but it gave him unlimited access to the shops 
at the college.  He began a custom woodworking business in Santa 
Fe after graduation and was soon hired by the college as an adjunct 
professor.  He eventually became a full-time professor and upon the retirement of the previous program 
director he teamed with Michael Hoffer to run the entire program.  He continues there today. 

Bob first told us we were getting an extreme Readers Digest condensed version of a course he offers at 
SFCC that meets a total of 128 hours over 16 weeks.  The course covers both the design and 
construction of a chair with most of the time devoted to the design phase. 

Chairs are different from other pieces of furniture.  They are a combination of art (beauty), comfort and 
strength.  They are both the most used and most abused pieces of furniture.  They are sat in daily, they 
are moved in and out from under a table and are often used for a purpose other than sitting as in “I’ll just 
stand on the seat of the chair to reach that box on the top shelf.”  The mortise and tenon joint is both 
strong and good looking and by angling it can make the chair both more beautiful and more comfortable. 

Bob first showed a chair with all 90° joinery.  Frank Lloyd Wright 
made use of this design in his arts and crafts furniture.  While it 
may have been in keeping with Wright’s design it certainly didn’t 
pass muster in either the beauty or comfort categories.  Steve 
Shroeder was the test butt for Bob’s demonstration and he quickly 
voiced his discomfort in being too upright in the chair. 
 

Bob next took the chair apart and replaced the back with one that 
canted back at a 5°–10° angle. This chair not only looked better, 
but it also was much more comfortable to sit in as attested by 
Steve.  The base of the chair was not changed, but the one change 
made an improvement in both looks and comfort. 
 



Next, Bob made a simple alteration to the base of the chair.  He 
swapped out the rear legs with a shorter set which caused the seat 
to slope to the rear by about the same 5°-10° angle.  This again 
improved both the comfort and the looks of the chair. 

 

Bob’s final adjustment to the chair was one that improved its looks 
without sacrificing either its strength or its comfort.  To do this he 
again replaced the rear portion of the seat with on that was more 
narrow.  This caused the seat to taper from front to back.  This 
made the base of the chair appear to be lighter and more graceful.  
He emphasized that you wouldn’t want the seat to become too 
narrow as this might affect the chair’s overall comfort, but a bit of 
a taper certainly improved the chair’s look.  It also allowed the 
chair to better fit underneath a table. 

This demonstration was valuable in showing the various considerations that must be considered when 
designing and building a chair.  There will always be trade-offs between comfort, durability and beauty.  
Additionally, one must consider whether the chair will be one of a kind or one of a set as this may affect 
the amount of detail you may choose.  Bob said that, while there have been many volumes written about 
the chair making and design process, there is no better way to design than to explore the process through 
a trial and error process.  He also was a strong proponent of building one or more mock-ups out of scrap 
wood to perfect the design. 

Finally, Bob turned to another example of a chair that really 
enhanced the look.  This example incorporated all the changes 
described before and added a twist to the rear legs and back.  This 
change made the chair look even more graceful.  This led to what 
was, perhaps, the crux of his presentation.  Each of the changes 
Bob made to the original design added a level of complexity to the 
joinery process.  Bob prefers mortise and tenon joinery to assure 
the strength and longevity of the chair and each design change 
made cutting the joints more complex.  Cutting integral tenons 
sometimes results in tenons being too short to give the necessary 
strength to the joint so he prefers to cut slip tenons to take 
advantage of an increased long grain, thus insuring a stronger joint.  
His final demonstration used a jig that was designed by Larry 
Beachly, an instructor at SFCC and a yearly presenter at our AWA 
meetings.  This jig was incredible in what it could do, but was far 
too complex to describe here.  There are plans to make a drawing  



of the jig available on our website and I’ve heard from more than 
one member that they may be building one of these jigs in the 
future.  In short, this jig allows the user to cut angled mortises for 
both slip and integral tenons used in chair construction.  The angles 
can be adjusted on two axes which allows for a compound joint 
angle. 

Bob’s presentation was most enjoyable.  I always marvel when I hear a presentation by a faculty 
member from SFCC at the high level of expertise they demonstrate in their teaching.  We are lucky to 
have a program like the one offered at SFCC so near and it would behoove any of us to take advantage 
of what their program has to offer.  Thanks Bob.  We hope this is only the first of more presentations in 
the future.  

Safety Tips, Woodworking Tips, Experiences 
(If you have a tip that you would like to share, send it to the editor, Ros Barnes, 

RNBBNZ@MSN.COM) 

Submitted by Ros Barnes: 

I was cutting short wood pieces on my 10” sliding compound miter saw (3/4” squares, about 2” long).  I 
know I’m not supposed to raise the blade after the cut until the blade stops turning.  But…I had several 
to cut, and was impatient.  After cutting a couple, one of the small pieces was caught by the still turning 
blade, and WHAM!!!  the piece went flying (found it about 20 feet away), and, additionally, the 2” wide 
plastic throat plate was now in three pieces.  No damage to me, but I now had a good reason and excuse 
to make a zero-clearance throat plate for my miter saw.  While I was at it, I made three.  Note to self… 
“Wait for the blade to stop!!!” 

AWA “Mentor List” 

(from Ros Barnes, newsletter editor, RNBBNZ@MSN.COM) 

AWA is still looking for any members who are interested in being a Mentor for others in our 
organization.  If you are at all interested, please e-mail me.  You do not need any formal training to be a 
Mentor - just the desire to share your woodworking knowledge with others. 

mailto:RNBBNZ@msn.com


2017 Community Service Project 
(Formerly known as the “Toy Project”) 

AWA has already begun generating toys for this next holiday season.  Watch and listen for how you can 
help with this project. 

Jim Templeton has scheduled several parties at his woodshop.  If you are interested, contact him at 
505-898-1934 to be sure there’s still room. 

May 20, 12 workers can be accommodated; 
July 15, 12 workers can be accommodated; and 

Sept 16, 16 workers can be accommodated. 

NM State Fair 

AWA discontinuing State Fair Woodworking exhibit 
(From Mike Murray) 

The Albuquerque Woodworkers Association Board voted at its January 11, 2017 meeting to discontinue 
the AWA Woodworking Exhibit at the New Mexico State Fair.  Fair officials have been notified. This 
decision resulted in part from the recent member survey in which the Fair came up last.  Only 30% of 
respondents had ever visited or participated in the Exhibit.  Each year we have struggled to get enough 
members to show their work. Only 17% responded that they would be likely to enter in the future. Many 
suggested that we needed to have people doing things as do the Wood Turners.  However, AWA 
insurance would not cover the use of power tools at the exhibit.  Richard Parker brought in his 
workbench last year to encourage exhibit “hosts” to be doing handwork, but only a few members did so. 

NAME DISCIPLINE CONTACT INFO

Ros Barnes Cabinet (casework) design and construction, toy design and 
construction, equipment adjustment and tuneup, jigs.

505-864-8857 
RNBBNZ@MSN.COM 

Gale Greenwood Cabinet making, case goods (eg: chest of drawers). 505-256-1379

Frank Warren Toy design and building, and scroll saw and scroll saw projects 505-962-9212

Alan Voda 

Steve Wagner Plastic casts and molds

Alan:  268-7096 or 
amv6775@gmail.com  

Steve:  
mailto:bigjawbone@mac.com  

mailto:RNBBNZ@msn.com
mailto:amv6775@gmail.com
mailto:bigjawbone@mac.com


Finally, The exhibit consumes from 100-150 person hours for check-in, set up, judging, teardown, and 
hosting.  Kudos to  all those who have participated in the past. 

New Members 

Betti Trahan, Carl Diegert, and David Ewing from Albuquerque joined AWA! 

WELCOME! 

AWA Name Badges 

Steve Schroeder is the volunteer that makes badges for 
those members that need them. When Steve is not in 
attendance, please give your name to Norb Siska and he 
will forward your request to Steve. 

AWA Shirts, Smocks, & Hats 

Ivan A. Blomgren is taking orders for club caps, shirts, etc. Due to the lack of volume and associated 
shipping costs our embroidery shop experiences on small orders, it has been decided we need to switch 
to placing orders on a quarterly basis in hopes of boosting the volume for each order so the per item 
shipping costs can come down. 

 
The way this procedure will work is that members can place 
orders with Ivan up until the third meeting of each quarter. The 
collected orders will then be submitted to the embroidery shop 
and should then be available for distribution at the first meeting 
of the following quarter. Full payment for an order will need to 
be submitted with each order form before it can be 
processed! Order placement cut off dates for each quarter will be 
as follows: 

  
                1st Qtr:                 Jan - Mar             Order cutoff: March meeting 
                2nd Qtr:               Apr - Jun              Order cutoff: June meeting 
                3rd Qtr:                Jul - Sep               Order cutoff: September meeting 
                4th Qtr:                Oct - Dec              Order cutoff: December meeting 
  
Order forms can be downloaded and filled out from our web site as well as from Ivan at our meetings 



AWA Classifieds 

Tools for Sale 
(None for this issue.) 

Tools Wanted 

Erin O’Donnell (AWA member and CEO & Founder of Dovetail Community Workshop) is looking for a 
good deal on a used bandsaw.  If you have one, you can contact her at  mailto:dovetailabq@gmail.com .  
You can also visit the website at http://dovetailworkshop.com/ as well. 

AWA website 

Steve Scott is our WebMaster.  The Web Site has a fresh new look and some neat photos!  There you can 
find a list of the Board of Directors, a Calendar of events, and an Application Form.  Check it out at: 

http://www.abqawa.org/  

Workshop CDs and DVDs 

The AWA Library is currently unavailable as we move the collection to a new home, but we hope to 
make materials available for checkout again soon. If you haven't used the library before, we encourage 
you to take advantage of this resource. A list of books is currently posted on the AWA website.  

We also hope to launch a new online system soon that will make it very easy to find and check out 
books, and we hope to make it easy for members to pick up and return books when they check them out. 

Sawdust On The Brain (humor via Ros Barnes) 
 

A friend of mine built a birdhouse….??  

mailto:dovetailabq@gmail.com
http://dovetailworkshop.com/
http://www.abqawa.org/


AWA SPONSORS 
 

 

!  
 4224 Menaul NE 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 
Phone: 505 - 293 - 9663 (WOOD) 

Fax: 505-293-9664 
myworldofwood.com 

 

TJ Hardware 
311 Amherst Dr. NE  

Albuquerque, NM 87107  
505-881-4325  

www.tjhardware.com 

Montana Reclaimed Lumber 
info@mtreclaimed.com  

PO Box 741 
Gallatin Gateway, MT  59730 

http://www.tjhardware.com
mailto:info@mtreclaimed.com
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Membership	Application	
Mail to:  P. O. Box 36133 Albuquerque, NM 87176-6133 

DUES: 
Dues are assessed on a calendar year basis.  Please pay a pro-rated amount of $3 per month to 
the end of the current year plus any additional years to extend your membership.  Please check 
appropriate boxes. 

¨ One Year - $36      ¨ Two Years - $68 (a 5% discount)      ¨ Three Years - $97 (a 10% discount). 
¨  Lifetime Membership - $360 (10 times annual dues). 
¨  Full-time students (under 22) in an accredited educational program receive a 50% discount. 

 
Amount Paid:  $____________ (Prorated current year + additional years) 
 

Name:  ___________________________________________ 
 
Spouse:  __________________________________________ 
 
Address:  _________________________________________________________ 
 
City/State/Zip:  ____________________________________________________ 
 

 
Telephone:  Home:  ________________ Work:  _________________ Cell:  _________________ 
 
E-mail (please use all capital letters):  _______________________________________________ 

 

 
I agree that Albuquerque Woodworkers Association, including the officers, will not be liable 
for any injuries or bodily harm resulting from the operation and activities of the Association. 

 

Signature:  ___________________________________________   Date:  ________________________ 
 

Print Name:     
 

Please sign, date, and send this form (with payment by check) to the above address or bring payment 
(check or cash) to the next AWA Meeting/Workshop.  If you got this membership application off the 
website the form  is fillable on your computer so download, complete, and print. 
 
â  We would appreciate your answering a few questions so we can make your membership in 
Albuquerque Woodworkers Association as satisfying as possible: 
 
• How did you hear about AWA? ______________________________________________________ 
 

• What special skills do you have that might be useful to AWA?  
 
			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
 

• Are you retired or semi-retired?  ¨ 	Yes   ¨  No   Comments: ________________________________ 
(Revised 5/17/2016) 

  


